
Teaching Stalls: 
    Awareness / 
Recoveries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2010/10/01-001 (E) PP;  REV 1Fatal accidents that come as a result of a stall are high on the list of “top ten fatal accident causes”It is interesting to note that from 01/01/2009 through 08/02/2010 there were 46 fatal accidents reported with “probable cause” attributed to stalls,  with a total of 226 fatalities, including the 50 killed in the Colgan crash. If we do not include the Colgan Crash there were 75 fatalities in 45 stall accidents in just a little over a year and a half. Also note that there are more stall fatal accidents occurring during this period which were not included as they haven’t reached the probable cause stage and are still only a “preliminary report”. Needless to say we aren’t doing a very good job of teaching stall awareness and recoveries!



Gaylord, MI 

Case 
Study 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER NOTE: The video is OPTIONAL. It is a news report of the accident and is found on the internet. The video was provided by the news station with permission to use it at this workshop. This is an attention getter and a lead-in to the more detailed information on the accident. Each Speaker has the right to decide (based on their own personal comfort or evaluation of a certain audience group) – whether to show the video or not.WITHOUT THE VIDEO, USE THIS SCRIPT (built from news website at http://www.upnorthlive.com/news/story.aspx?id=369162) :It's a mystery! Why did a single-engine airplane, with two people on board, suddenly fall from the sky?The accident, which happened around 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, took two lives."It made a few circles, I just thought they lived there and they were looking at their house or playing around or looking at the leaves. It wasn't until I got closer that I realized the plane was coming down," said a witness who was on her way home when the crash occurred.Witnesses told troopers the Aeronca brand aircraft had been flying in circles at a low altitude just before crashing on the shoulder of southbound I-75 in Otsego County.Both men were well respected businessmen who will be deeply missed.Friends say the pilot was "well experienced" in the cockpit. He was known to own at least two aircraft and also served as a member of the Regional Airport Advisory Board.

http://www.goldsealflight.com/FAAST/crash-video.htm


Two Fatalities 

• GPS track data depicted the airplane entering a descending right turn about 
40 seconds prior to the accident.  
 

• The turn continued through approximately 450 degrees.  
 

• Two state police troopers  . . . stated that the airplane made several 
“abrupt” turns as low as 200 to 300 feet above the ground. At one point, 
the “plane’s wings were dipping slightly back and forth, as well as the tail of 
the plane was swaying slightly from side to side; however, the plane 
remained level and did not appear erratic.”  
 

• The airplane completed another “very abrupt” right turn when  
“the nose dropped straight down and the plane rolled to the 
right and corkscrewed into the ground.”  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR PRESENTER: This discussion is based on accident with NTSB Identification: CEN10LA031�It was operated under 14 CFR Part 91: General Aviation�Accident occurred Tuesday, October 27, 2009 in Gaylord, MI�Probable Cause Approval Date: 7/22/2010�Aircraft: AERONCA 7AC, registration: N2239E�Injuries: 2 Fatal.PRESENTER ACTIONS:Although there is a lot of text on this slide, review the material in a slow and methodical manner. It is important for the participants to understand this background for the discussion. The slides which follow contain questions designed to foster discussion. There should be interaction among all the participants.



Discussion 

• What are your thoughts about the accident? 
  
• What are some possible causes? 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER NOTE: The discussion should lead fairly quickly to stall. Spin will also be mentioned, but focus on stall.PRESENTER ACTION: First bullet is automatic. Click for the second bullet.1) Show this slide and encourage responses. There could be general comments. You could hear such causes as: mechanical, loss of control, wind shear, stall, and perhaps spin. Don’t draw any conclusions, just try to keep the discussion going.2) When discussion slows, add the following information. “From local newspaper accounts, the two men killed in the accident were “soon to be brothers-in-law”. GPS track history, along with a digital camera found on-board, would indicate a strong probability  that this was a scenic flight.” Ask the group whether this changes their view of what happened? The group should bring up the possibility of distraction while flying.3) Again when the discussion slows, add the following information, “The pilot was fairly experienced, reporting 2,600 hours total time on his last medical examination application, which had expired. The airplane fell within Light Sport Rules, and the pilot was operating the airplane legally under those rules.” Would these facts have contributed to the accident? Answer – probably not. Additional Information From Accident Preliminary report: A post accident examination of the airplane did not reveal any anomalies related to a pre-impact failure. Damage to the flight control system was consistent with impact forces and emergency personnel's recovery efforts. GPS track data indicated that the average groundspeed between the final data points was approximately 44 knots. Power off stall speed was approximately 38 knots. Local winds were calm to southeast at 4 knots. Digital photos taken during the flight depicted local terrain, marinas, cities and residences. The last photo was taken approximately 60 seconds prior to the accident. None of the photos appeared to depict any aircraft anomalies or pilot related issues.



• If your client made a general statement saying, 
“The aircraft must be prone to stalling”,  
how would you respond? 

 

Discussion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER ACTION: Bullets appear automatically – no clicks necessary. Allow the group to discuss this question. Basically no aircraft is “prone” to stalling. Some aircraft have undesirable characteristics when they stall which may make them seem like they are quick or prone to stall. Many pilots are so afraid of a stall that they will not fly the aircraft at slower speeds. Unless the pilot puts the airplane in an attitude where the critical angle of bank is exceeded, the aircraft will not stall.PRESENTER NOTE: It is possible that the discussion will lead to the effect of different wing plan forms and how they affect stall characteristics. Be prepared for a discussion about the somewhat unique stall characteristics of the Cirrus. The Cirrus, as well as the Cessna Corvalis (formerly the Columbia), have a “dual” wing. The inner wing and the outer wing have a different angle of attack. In most stalls only the inner wing stalls, thus the pilot still has aileron control, thus bank control, during a full stall. A discussion of specific Cirrus characteristics is not really the aim of this workshop, but it might come up. 



• If your client made a general statement saying, 
“Aircraft are unpredictable near stall speed”, 
how would you answer? 
 

Discussion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER ACTION: Continue the discussion involving as many of the participants as possible. Some will have some good stories to make the discussion interesting. The discussion should cover these basics of stall awareness and recovery. A stall occurs when the smooth airflow over the airplane’s wing is disrupted, and the lift degenerates rapidly. This is caused when the wing exceeds its critical angle of attack. This can occur at any airspeed, in any attitude, with any power setting.PRESENTER NOTES: The bullet appears automatically – no click needed. The practice of stall recovery and the development of awareness of stalls are of primary importance in pilot training. The objectives in performing intentional stalls are to familiarize the pilot with the conditions that produce stalls, to assist in recognizing an approaching stall, and to develop the habit of taking prompt preventive or corrective action.Intentional stalls should be performed at an altitude that will provide adequate height above the ground for recovery and return to normal level flight. Though it depends on the degree to which a stall has progressed, most stalls require some loss of altitude during recovery. The longer it takes to recognize the approaching stall, the more complete the stall is likely to become, and the greater the loss of altitude to be expected.Are aircraft unpredictable near stall speed? Perhaps, but the changes in an aircraft’s behavior is based on several factors. The factors that affect the stalling characteristics of the airplane are balance, bank, pitch attitude, coordination, drag, and power. The pilot should learn the effect of the stall characteristics of the airplane being flown and the proper correction. It should be reemphasized that a stall can occur at any airspeed, in any attitude, or at any power setting, depending on the total number of factors affecting the particular airplane.The discussion should certainly include the effects of weight and balance, as well as density altitude.



Trained and Tested 

Proficiency Stalls 
– Power-On (straight ahead & turning) 
– Power-Off (straight ahead & turning) 

 

Reference: Airplane Flying Handbook, Chapter 4 

Maneuvering During Slow Flight 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER ACTIONS:  First bullet appears automatically. Click for second bullet – 2 bullets total. Encourage discussion about the stalls.PRESENTER NOTES: See the reference for details about these maneuvers. The intent here is for interaction among the group:the ways instructors teach maneuvering during slow flight the ways instructors teach proficiency stalls the results of the training which examiners observe when testing applicants on these maneuvers such as: applicant cannot perform a stall while in a turn claiming they were never taught a stall in a turn; stall degrades into an unintentional spin; applicant freezes on the controls during recovery



• Where in the syllabus do you demonstrate a 
stall for the first time? 
 

• Do you feel the need to complete the entire 
stall series as part of your initial stall lesson? 

Discussion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER ACTIONS: Click once for first bullet and again for second bullet – 2 bullets total. Discuss this question before adding second bullet. If you happen to put up both questions, just leave them both up there. Doesn’t matter that much. The focus of the discussion is: how to minimize a client’s anxiety about stalls (adequate and detailed ground instruction; detailed preflight briefings; etc.)how to introduce stalls effectively (no surprises; work into the actual stall gradually; do only a small amount of stall practice at a time; introduce and practice only one kind of stall during a lesson; etc.)how to reach proficiency and a level of safety involving stall awareness and recoveryPRESENTER NOTES: Discuss the effectiveness of adequate ground instruction and pre-flight briefings to help alleviate client anxiety.Question 1: Where in the syllabus do you employ demonstration of stalls? (No approved answer; would not want to do that during the first few lessons for a beginning student; syllabus would prescribe; start with gentle stalls and gentle recoveries even power off so the student can gain confidence; etc.)Click to move to Question 2: Do you feel the need to complete the entire stall series as part of your initial stall lesson? (No approved answer; may be best to focus only on one stall in a lesson to avoid confusion; for example, one lesson might be gentle power off stalls straight ahead, next lesson  might be a review of power off stalls straight ahead followed by introduction and limited practice on power off stalls in a turn, and so forth; etc.) Important point here is that the attendees offer their ideas and opinions.



• When you teach stalls and stall recovery the 
first time, how do you coordinate the 
demonstration with the verbal description? 
 

• Do you talk all the way through the 
maneuver? 
 

• Is it effective to describe the particular stall 
and recovery before the demonstration? 

Discussion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER ACTIONS: Click once for each bullet – 3 bullets total. Encourage information sharing.PRESENTER NOTES:Question 1, 2, 3: No approved answer here. Responses should include:Probably do not want to brief the maneuver in the air, takes up too much flying timeA very brief outline of the maneuver can be helpful before doing itYou can’t include every detail about the maneuver while you do the maneuverMight just give snippets of actions: slow the aircraft to maneuvering speed, configure the flaps, etc.



Demonstrated - Not 
Tested 

Reference: Airplane Flying Handbook, Chapter 4 

Crossed-Control Stalls 
Elevator Trim Stalls 
Secondary Stalls 
Accelerated Maneuver Stalls 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER ACTIONS:  First bullet is automatic. Click once for each of the other bullet – 4 bullets total. Encourage discussion about these stalls.How do you introduce these stalls? (No approved answer, but good for discussion)When do you demonstrate them in the student’s training? (Probably not in very early training. You will get different answers.)Do you let the student practice these hands on when flying dual? (Yes, but they can be intimidating and scary, so do not frighten the student.)PRESENTER NOTES:  These stalls are demonstrated to the student. They are not intended for student solo practice. Applicants for an initial CFI certificate demonstrate least one of these stalls on the practical test.Cross-control stall demonstration maneuver shows the effect of improper control technique and emphasizes the importance of using coordinated control pressures whenever making turns. This type of stall occurs with the controls crossed — aileron pressure applied in one direction and rudder pressure in the opposite direction.Elevator trim stall shows what can happen when full power is applied for a go-around and positive control of the airplane is not maintained. This may occur during a go-around from a normal landing approach. The objective is to show the importance of making smooth power applications, overcoming strong trim forces and maintaining positive control of the airplane to hold safe flight attitudes, and using proper and timely trim techniques.A secondary stall  may occur after a recovery from a preceding stall. It is caused by attempting to hasten the completion of a stall recovery before the airplane has regained sufficient flying speed. This stall usually occurs when the pilot uses abrupt control input to return to straight-and-level flight aftera stall or spin recovery. It also occurs when the pilot fails to reduce the angle of attack sufficiently during stall recovery by not lowering pitch attitude sufficiently, or by attempting to break the stall by using power only.The airplane will stall at a higher indicated airspeed when excessive maneuvering loads are imposed by steep turns, pull-ups, or other abrupt changes in its flight path. Stalls entered from such flight situations are called “accelerated maneuver stalls.”



• How do you employ demonstration stalls in 
your own teaching? 
 

• What effect does a demonstration stall have 
on client anxiety? 
 

Discussion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER ACTIONS: Click once for each bullet – 2 bullets.PRESENTER NOTES: These questions are for discussion. The questions should prompt some ideas and opinions from actual in the field flight instruction. There is no approved answer.



• How do you handle the fear of stalls? 
 

• Have you had to retrain a client who was 
severely frightened by a previous instructor’s 
attempt to teach stalls? 
 

• Describe what you did to solve the problem. 

Discussion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER ACTIONS: Click once for each bullet – 3 bullets.PRESENTER NOTES: These questions are for discussion. The questions should prompt some ideas and opinions from actual in the field flight instruction. The answers are meant to give other attendees ideas to improve their instruction. Examiners will likely have a story about an applicant who was clearly afraid of stalls. The examiner can not give training on the practical test, so this observation may have been in the course of the applicant’s failure. The DPE would likely have debriefed the applicant’s instructor.There may be some Click once for each bullet.Is the “falling leaf” maneuver a confidence builder to help overcome anxiety?



• Improper pitch, heading, and bank control during straight 
ahead and turning stalls 

• Failure to recognize the first indications of a stall 
• Failure to achieve a stall 
• Improper torque correction 
• Poor stall recognition and delayed recovery 
• Excessive altitude loss or excessive airspeed during recovery 
• Secondary stalls 

 
 

How do you correct these common student errors? 

Discussion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER ACTIONS: Heading and first bullet come up automatically. Click for each new common student error to continue discussion – 7 bullets under main heading.PRESENTER NOTES: These common student errors likewise will not have an approved solution. The goal is to exchange ideas on how to correct the errors. Stories are fine, insights are wonderful.



• An avoidable stall accident with two fatalities 
• Proficiency stalls in the course of training 
• Demonstration stalls in the course of training 
• Teaching techniques for anxious clients 
• Common student errors when demonstrating 

stalls 

 

Summary 

During this workshop, we discussed: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTER ACTIONS: Heading and first bullet come up automatically. Click for each new common student error to continue discussion – 7 bullets under main heading.PRESENTER NOTES: These bullets summarize the workshop as a conclusion. Presenter should add any other remarks appropriate to close the session.



www.FAASafety.gov www.SAFEPilots.org 

Gold Seal Flight 
www.GoldSealFlight.com 
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